Quality Policy

The Cultural Affairs and Missions Sector plays the essential role in coordinating and managing of cultural relations with the countries of the world which requires introducing variety of services in the field of the cultural co-operations, welfare of Egyptian Missioners and the international students coming from different countries in the world to study in Egypt. Also, doing the common cultural relations and researches with these countries and organizing and managing the Egyptian Cultural Representation abroad which aims for the sector to be a bridge in order for Egypt to contact actively with the world through a network of cultural bureaus and centers, all this can be achieved through committing with the forward:

- Continual development and improvement of the activation of quality management system and determining of quality objectives annually which is revised periodically.
- Sending and welfare of Egyptian Missioners to the researching centers and foreign universities which have good reputation according to the suitable measures of all majors, and this in the framework of a national plan can serve the goals of national development as the scientific research and its development is consider an essential point in the progress of the societies in our current world.
- Doing all possible efforts in order to develop the cultural relations with all the world countries through the scientific and cultural agreements, experiences exchange and technology transferring in the framework of an Egyptian Policy opened to the world.
- Creating developed learning and scientific research opportunities in Egyptian Institutions of Higher Education for the international students coming to study in Egypt and care about them as Egypt has historical, cultural, and educational role toward a lot of countries all over the world, especially in the Arabic, African, and Islamic regions.
- Diffusion of Egyptian cultural and civilization, advertising about it universally and dealing with all variables which can affect the cultural and historical role of Egypt.
- Development of skills for human resources in the sector and providing them with appropriate training in order to create qualified managerial human resources and aware of quality management systems.
- Continual development and updating of quality management system which apply according with the requirements of ISO 9001:2008 through clear plans revise periodically.
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